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Twentieth-Century Design (Oxford
History Of Art)

The most famous designs of the twentieth century are not those in museums, but in the
marketplace. The Coca-Cola bottle and McDonald's logo are known the world over and may tell us
more about our culture than a narrowly-defined canon of classics. One of the world's foremost
design historians, Jonathan Woodham takes a fresh look at the wider issues of design and industrial
culture throughout Europe, Scandinavia, North America, and the Far East. Drawing on the most
up-to-date scholarship, he explores themes such as national identity, the "Americanization" of
ideology and business methods, the rise of multi-nationals, Pop and Postmodernism, and
contemporary ideas of nostalgia and heritage. Woodham sets the proliferation of everyday design
against the writing of critics as diverse as Nikolaus Pevsner, the champion of Modernism, and
Vance Packard, author of The Hidden Persuaders. The history which emerges is clearly seen for
what it is: the powerful and complex expression of aesthetic, social, economic, political, and
technological forces.
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Since Hesketts "Industrial Design" from 1990, this is the best comprehensive introduction to the
"new" Design History view on the parallel histories of design developments in this century.It takes a
relatively non-heroic attitude towards celebrated designers and design classics while trying to locate
the meaning of design products in mass culture, lifestyles, corporations and consumption spheres
instead of the designers "creative mind.

Each title in the Oxford History of Art series provides an overview to a particular time period, style or
movement. This book focuses on 20th century design, including the design of interiors, furniture,
textiles, graphics, and consumer goods from teapots to automobiles. The author describes the
historical context at the beginning of the 20th century, as the industrial revolution changed the way
things were made and used. He traces the development of different styles, from Arts & Crafts to
post-modernism. A final chapter on social responsibility traces the ways in which designers have
responded to consumer concerns throughout the century.This book is generously illustrated, with
many color images complementing the period black-and-white photographs and line drawings. It is a
sturdy paperback with a strong binding. It would be useful to undergraduate students researching
20th century design, as well as general readers interested in the subject.

This was required reading for a college course and the price on was more than 50% off the
bookstore price, even less than the bookstore's used book price. I now plan ahead and order all the
books I can from . 's buy back is great if your university book store won't buy it from you but I've
been able to sell all my books locally after I used them

very great and fast shipping A++++ Thank you so much!!
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